Circle Of Appreciation
We go around in a circle
We go around in a circle
We go around in a circle
‘Round in a circle go around
It’s a circle of appreciation
Circle to appreciate
Circle of appreciation
Point to the one you’re thankful for
One, two, three, POINT
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Doesn’t It Make You Feel Good
Doesn’t it make you feel good
To watch a beautiful sunrise
To fly a kite in a good wind
To take a bubble bath
Doesn’t it make you feel good
To catch a snowflake on your tongue
To help somebody when they need some
To ride your bike in the rain
That’s the hidden treasure
To smile all your days away
That’s the hidden treasure
To be thankful, to be grateful, to be happy everyday
Doesn’t it make you feel good
To eat a jelly sandwich
To watch a butterfly flying
To sing a happy song
Doesn’t it make you feel good
To count stars in the night time
To make somemores with your best friend
To watch the clouds change shape
Chorus
And if you ever feel low, count your blessings
And all you’ve got to be thankful for
There’s a million and one perfectly good reasons
So run out of thank you’s keep some extras in store
That’s the hidden treasure
Just to smile all your days away
Oh That’s the hidden treasure
To be thankful, to be grateful, to be happy everyday
Oh it’s the hidden treasure
The hidden treasure
Oh it’s the hidden treasure we’ve all been looking for
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Everyday Is A Gift
Everyday is a new day, everyday is a gift
Everyday is a new day, everyday is a gift
And I am thankful, I am thankful
I am thankful everyday is a gift
I am thank for the sun, I am thankful
I am thankful for the moon and the stars up in the sky
I am thankful for the air I breathe, I am thankful
Thankful for my friends, and my family
Chorus
I am thankful for my body, I am thankful
I am thankful for my eyes and ears, for my nose and mouth
I am thankful for my feet, for my hands and fingers
I am thankful for my heart and for every time it beats.
Everyday is a new day, everyday is a gift
Everyday is a new day, everyday is a gift
And I am thankful, I am thankful
I am thankful everyday is a gift
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Over The Sky and Under The Moon
Once upon a time, in a distant land
There lived a boy named Phylos
And Butaan was his friend
The days they laughed and played but every night that came
They ‘d sit and think and wish and dream
And that’s how it all began
Over the sky and under the moon
Under the yellow moon
Friends are born and learn to fly
Under the yellow moon
Young masters though they were
They knew without a doubt
Together they were family
That’s what it’s all about
And one day they would climb up to the mountain top
And there beneath a starry night
They dreamed how they would grow up.
Over the sky and under the moon
Under the yellow moon
Friends are born and learn to fly
Under the yellow moon
Over the sky and under the moon
Under the yellow moon
They’d close their eyes and how they’d fly
Under the yellow moon
They followed what their hearts believed
Under the yellow moon…
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